FRONT SEATS
PLEASE NOTE: Front buckets with AIRBAG only.
The seat covers are custom made to suit the vehicles with side airbags in the driver and front passenger seats.
Ensure that the AIRBAG opening in the seat cover is on the outside of the seat, facing the door. Once fitted,
the AIRBAG opening can be neatly tucked in around the edge of the front seat side AIRBAG cover on the seat if
one is visible. Passenger seat covers also must be fitted the same way.
1. Remove the headrest. Fit the headrest cover to the shape of the headrest, fasten the strips
together.
2. Place the seat cover over the back of the seat and pull down firmly, straightening the cover for a
tight snug fit. Push the centre strips through between the seat cushions at the base of the seat back,
so they can be tied on the other side.
3. Put the base cover over the base of the seat. Straighten to ensure a neat, snug fit.
4. Tie all ties firmly.
5. Cut a small slit in the seat cover where the head rest posts go into the seats and tuck the fabric
behind the plastic fitting.
6. Put the head rests back into the seat.
CAUTION! This product is suitable for front car seats with side airbags. Please read the following fitting instructions carefully. They must be integrated side airbags where the unfolding of the
airbag takes place using an inflated control seam. The airbag deploys from the centre of the side of the seat closest to the car door. Ensure that the side opening is clear of the inflation control
seam which is located between the forward edge 'A' and outside rear edge 'B' of the seat back (please refer to illustration). lf for any reason the seat cover is moved from this position, you
must ensure it is re-positioned to clear the inflation control seam before use. Under no circumstances should the opening on the side of the seat cover be obscured or sewn up. If for any
reason the side airbag fails to open, the manufacturer will not be held responsible. This side impact accommodating product has not been tested nor has it been approved by the Road Traffic
Authority.
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Remove the headrest. Fit the headrest cover to the shape of the headrest, fasten the strips
together.
Drop any split section forward to enable the back of the seat to be fitted to the seat covers.
Place the seat cover over the back of the seat and pull down firmly, straightening the cover for a
tight snug fit. Push the centre strips through between the seat cushions at the base of the seat back,
so they can be tied on the other side.
Put the base cover over the base of the seat. Straighten to ensure a neat, snug fit.
Tie all ties firmly.
Cut a small slit in the seat cover where the head rest posts go into the seats and tuck the fabric
behind the plastic fitting.
Put the head rests back into the seat.

BACK SEAT
1. Remove the headrest. Fit the headrest cover to the shape of the headrest, fasten the strips
together.
2. Unlock or unscrew the base of the seat to improve access and take the base out.
3. Unlock or unscrew the back of the back out to improve access and take all of the back out.
4. Fit the seat covers on the back part of the back whether it is a one piece or split back. Wrap the
cover around the back
rest and pull down firmly, straightening the seat covers for a tight, snug fit. Fasten the strips and
join them together.
5. Drop the armrest down. Fit covers on and fasten the strips together.
6. Lock the back part of the back into its place after dressing the seat covers on.
7. Fit the seat covers onto the base whether it is a one piece or split back. Wrap the cover around
the back rest and pull
down firmly. Fasten the strips and join them together for a tight fit. Lock or screw the base of the seat back into its position.
8. Cut a small slit in the seat cover where the head rest posts go into the seats and tuck the fabric behind the plastic fitting.
9. Put the head rests back into the seat.

